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Once common throughout the entire Sahelo-Saharan region, population 

sizes of Dorcas gazelles (Gazella dorcas) are nowadays decreasing 

dramatically. The uncertain taxonomy of this species—with a variety of 

described subspecies without validated status—hampers conservation 

efforts. In this situation, phylogenetic and phylogeographic investigations 

using molecular techniques are highly warranted conservation tools.  Here, 

we investigate sequence variation of the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene 

and control region of 73 dorcas (G. dorcas) and Saudi gazelles (G. saudiya) 

throughout the entire distribution range.

Background

Results and Discussion

The Bayesian Analysis of sequence data 

revealed Dorcas gazelles to be a 

reciprocally monophyletic group with a 

sister group relationship to G. gazella. 

A supported sub-grouping within the 

Dorcas gazelles was not congruent to 

the geographic region of occurrence of 

samples.

Therefore, Dorcas gazelles can be seen 

as one Evolutionary Significant Unit 

(ESU). A series of AMOVAs—to test for the most 

natural pool of sampling points—revealed six 

groups. Significant differentiations in all 

directions between groups west and north-east, 

pelzelni and saudiya, respectively emerged in a 

exact population differentiation test.

Dorcas gazelles firstly appeared in south-

central to south-east Africa.

Reintroductions of Dorcas gazelles into suitable 

habitats can be undertaken notwithstanding the 

origin of founder animals.

In both cladograms (a comprises more animals with 

less sequence data and b vice versa) we found 

haplotypes with geographically mixed distribution, 

especially between the groups of south-central and 

south-east Africa. In the case of Saudi gazelle (G. 

saudiya) we found two different haplotypes (a), which 

are distinct from all other samples. 

Population size

The hunting of Dorcas gazelles started in ancient 

times and goes on until now.

The past population demography shows a steep 

population decline started about 25,000 years before 

present (grey shaded area). This date coincide with 

first fossils records of long-range hunting weaponry.


